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Stainless steel tools

With stainless steel blades
Handles in two-component plastic material
Large ergonomic handle suitable for applying high cutting forces, and also for use with work 
gloves
Large wire stripping notch on either side of the blades, suitable for cutting thick cables (max. 
70 mm2)
With one micro serrated blade and insert for crimping terminals up to 6 mm²
Provided with plastic belt clip
Overall length 160 mm

Electrician's scissors

Code B 2183 7000 B 2183/7 Each  29,40  12

Rigid graduated rulers  H 5 pag. 662

Flexible graduated rulers  H 5 pag. 663

Other scissors with stainless steel blades  B 5 pag. 192

Code C 3714 5000 C 3714/5 Each  22,90  12

Blades for very high cutting capacity in stainless steel - INOX
Hardness 60 HRc
Suitable for cutting paper, cardboard, sheet metal, rubber, plastic, flowers, for gardening, etc.
With spiral spring  and locking latch
One blade with wire stripped notch and micro-teeth
Handles with ergonomic shape, coated in plastic material
Blade length 42 mm - Overall length 185 mm - In hangable blister pack

Multi-purpose cutters

Tape length m 2 3 5*
Code H 5083 2202 H 5083 2203 H 5083 2205
H 5083/22 Each  16,10 19,00 34,50
Tape width mm 13 13 16
* With wriststrap

With stainless steel tape (V2A)
Particularly suitable for industrial use, in the presence of saline solutions, etc.
Manufactured according to 73/362/CEE European standards
Indicated prices include inspection and punching
With locking button: the tape can be locked outside of its casing in any point, and then wound 
up again using the button.

Measuring tapes

Code H 5140 1030 H 5140/1 Each  140,25  1

Grey stainless steel tape, 13 mm thick, with end-of-length protection
Belt markings in cm and inches on either face - Class  (±2.3 mm/10 m)
Manufactured according to 2014/32/CEE European standards
Suitable for petroleum applications, for precisely measuring the depth of wells, tanks, cylinders, 
containers, etc.
The markings start after 10 cm from the steel end ring
With aluminium frame and ergonomic synthetic resin handle
Folding and reversible crank to also allow for left-hand use (patented)
With brass probe ØxL 24x80 mm, weight 0.3 Kg, marked on both sides in mm and inches
Tape length 30 m 

Wheel measuring tape with handle

Brass probe for all types of metric wheels (excluding those with fiberglass tape)
With mm/inches graduation on both sides - Carabine hook attachment
Dimensions ØxL 24x89 mm - Weight 0,3 kg
Code H 5140 2000 H 5140/2 Each  38,60  1

Spare tapes for metric wheels H 5140 and H 5140/1 - Without probe
Code H 5140 5000 H 5140/5 Stainless steel Each  102,25  1

INOX tape

STAINLESS STEEL




